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or everyone else auditioning for
the school play in the auditorium,
it was probably a phrase that they
didn’t have to think twice about.
“Boys line up stage left; girls line up
stage right,” or something similar. I don’t
remember exactly. What I do remember,
however, was the dread I had twisting like
a knife in my gut as I awkwardly fumbled
towards the stage.
If I lined up with the girls, I would
betray myself. Sure, it was the safe option, but I’ve never felt comfortable being viewed as a girl, even if external forces
assigned me as such. Not only that, but
I had struggled for so long with self-acceptance, so why sell myself short now? I
already played the role of a girl in real life,
and I was fed up with being something I
was not.
I lined up with the boys. I tried to
project an aura of conﬁdence despite my
shaking legs. We were lined up shortest to
tallest, and, bless my Asian genes, I was on
the short end.
I glanced nervously off the stage. I
was out to a few friends and one teacher,
but there were so many people there who
knew me as a girl. What would they think? I
thought about what might happen if my
parents found out. Oh, God. What would
they think?
My anxious thoughts were soon interrupted.

realize right away that I was also trans, it
“Excuse me.”
got the gears going in my head. It wasn’t
I winced.
“Are you a freshman?” the guy next to like I pointed at the video and said, “I
want to be just like that.” It wasn’t like I
me asked.
decided to be “special.” It was more like
Phew.
Joke’s on him, I was a junior, aged 17. I was ﬁnally given the vocabulary to exI told him this, trying to keep my voice plain what I’ve already experienced. Soon
low. He then explained that he want- I started wearing baggy t-shirts and cargo
ed to know if he was the only fresh- pants, and I got my ﬁrst short haircut.
What started as me innocently dipping
man trying out. The situation made
sense. After all, looking young for my toes in the water ended up turning into
your age is part of the package when my biggest sources of guilt.
Soon after my parents found out that
you’re a transguy.
That ended up being the only hitch that I liked girls, I was confronted by some of
happened that evening. At one point, we my family members about my “troubling”
behavior.
I
had to get into
groups, be asI started questioning my gender was even told
someone
signed characidentity when I was 12...Now, as by
I trusted that
ters, and perform snippets
a senior, I’m the most confident I the reason
I felt so deof the play on
have been in my entire life.
pressed was
stage. Ironithat God was
cally, as I was
playing these other characters I felt that I punishing me for my actions. I was already
was truly able to be myself, even more so fragile from having a hard time at school,
than how I often felt for most of my life. but even home started to feel unwelcomEven though I was later forced to re- ing.
Things got better my freshman year.
sign from the play for academic reasons, I
still hold onto the events of that evening I felt somewhat content identifying as a
as a personal victory. Even though it was “lesbian” at school, but some things were
a relatively small challenge, it was a step I off. I wore a dress to homecoming. My
took towards being myself after years of mom took me bra shopping. At one point
I was someone’s “girlfriend.”
trying to be something different.
The thing is, and this is not a trans-exI started questioning my gender identity when I was 12. I came across a You- clusive issue, but when you pretend to be
Tube video in which the speaker came out something you’re not, it seriously messes
as a transgender male, and though I didn’t with your head.

“

”

Toward the middle of my sophomore
year, I started coming out to a few friends
and going by a different name and male
pronouns. It started through text and
then through hushed conversations. This
was difﬁcult for me to talk about. However, coming out to friends and acquaintances progressively got easier. One of my
friends went from being openly weirded
out by Caitlyn Jenner to being 100 percent
supportive of me and other trans people.
School was still difﬁcult. I still felt
stressed from my strained relationship
with my family. There were days where
I couldn’t stand my higher-pitched voice
and my rounder face and my chest. There
were times I felt alienated in my mind
because not everyone was on board with
my name and pronouns, and there were a
few times where people were just ﬂat-out
cruel. But at least I had my friends.
Now, as a senior, I’m the most conﬁdent I have been in my entire life. I still
have my bad days, but I’m living more
authentically, so it’s worth it. High school
has been difﬁcult for me, but it was also
where I met some of the kindest and most
genuine people. Without these friends and
teachers, I might still be the shy, angry,
withdrawn kid that I was not so long ago.
My parents are coming around, too.
They think that I’m just some really hardcore lesbian, but at least they accept that
I’m different. Being raised as a girl, I’ve
always felt like I was playing a poorly-assigned role, but now I have the guts to live
as myself.

Where to get good grub in Greensboro
The Mad Hatter offers a ‘Wonderland’ of burgers
We went on a Saturday afternoon so it
wasn’t as busy as I expect it is in its prime
hours---nor was it as empty as I imagined
hen people hear of the Mad an afternoon in a lesser-known, locallyHatter, they often allude back grown restaurant would be. I was greeted
to the classic movie, “Alice by a myriad of colors as my eyes adjusted
in Wonderland.” Little does their mind to my surroundings. It was quite peaceful
travel to Mad Hatter, a local bar and grill to say the least and the food was very delithat serves organic burgers and weekend cious.
brunches, where they can get a taste of
“They have great service,” said Kennedy.
the wonder Al“The waiters [and
ice’s tale nods at
waitress] are very
right in their own
nice.”
backyard.
This is a stateLocated
at
ment Kennedy,
201 Smyres Place
Ibrahim and I
in Greensboro,
can all agree on.
NC, I ﬁrst heard
It took approxiof Mad Hatmately half an
ter from senior
hour for Ibrahim
Lauren Kennedy
and I to decide
who had found
what to order, yet
Photo by Zoe Stuckey our waitress was
the
restaurant
through her par- The Mad Hatter Bar and Grill on Smyres Place in very patient and
serves organic burgers and delicious
ents’ workplace. Greensboro
gave us the space
brunch.
“My ﬁrst imto decide without
pression of the location [was that it] looked making us feel either rushed or too distant
cool and hipster-y,” said Kennedy. “I walked from the Mad Hatter environment.
inside and there were a bunch of clocks and
From reading online reviews, I’ve nosomeone playing the guitar.”
ticed that aside from the handcrafted burgMennatalla Ibrahim and I went to inves- ers they are most known for, a lot of people
tigate this burger spot for ourselves to see enjoy the brunch as well.
what all the hype was really about. I ordered
I can’t wait to go back and try more of
salmon with chips and spinach while Ibra- what’s on the menu so I can get a better idea
him ordered a chicken sandwich with fries. of this wondrous and delicious restaurant.
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The Iron Hen Café: Not food for the birds
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ocated on Cridland Road near Battleground, The Iron Hen serves a
variety of local, organic, vegetarian
and comfort foods.
The wide variety of options all stem
from locally, sustainably and organically
grown produce. The Iron Hen is part of the
Fresh Local Good Food Group.
As a vegetarian, I think this is a super
good option for ﬁnding healthy, meatless
meals. That being said, my friend who is
most certainly not a vegetarian, didn’t have
a problem ﬁnding meat to eat. I guess you
could say they have the best of both worlds.
The menu featured a variety of items,
some on the funkier side (tofu tacos) while
others were as basic as a grilled cheese.
The café’s prices are fairly reasonable. We
paid around $20 for two dinner entrees. The
food was very good, but they do go a little
heavy on sauces, so if you’re more of a plain
food person, I would request sauce on the
side, if applicable.
The small restaurant is very quaint and
features homey decor with a modern twist.
High metal chairs make up a bar in the
center of the room while tables and chairs
speckle the ﬂoor plan around it. These tables are mostly small and meant for smaller
parties, so keep that in mind when planning
your visit.
There is seating both outside and inside.

The only strange thing is that the restaurant
is located right behind a gas station, so sitting outside may be an issue for some. There
are two walls of seating though, so you may
be able to ﬁnd a seat away from the cars.
Overall, The Iron Hen Café is a 9/10.
The food was both tasty and original, the
atmosphere was nice, as was the wait staff.
That being said, the location of the café
could be better.
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The Iron Hen Café on Cridland Road
serves light lunches and salads, all with a
fresh, vegetarian ﬂair.
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